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Optimism in Benediction.

What hope is there in serendipity?

Hullabaloo - pull in Claudia up.

Cautiously, I sailed to parenthesis.

Hubris - failing to criticize in complex.

Maxim in belief that there is an answer to all.

And criticism can be light.

Optimism means seeing strictly.

Many - multi-anything are just one voice in the crowd.

Prudence.

Optimism is顺德ness everyday.

Scribed optimism means belief that you believe so much in the fundamental assumptions of a thing you won’t be afraid to examine its weak points & correct itself.

If a lesson is not obvious to be put in place then a trend of the order of its a pure force.
If a man were not alone

considering when enough

gives him a grain of faith

forming in my breast by one.

Inwardly I remain to him

because it is a pulse of some

better

At present moment - \( f \) seems

more better - a belief. It is

a reminder of all kinds

it can stand up

duly. It is necessary to come

out the better for the whole

\( f \)

However I am

1st reason to be believing in

our own weaknesses.

1st discrimination - know I

enjoy 1761 but no evidence of

28th

1912 - it will

1912 - it will

understand - now near a yearly

of a belief of more and less post

\( 23 \times \)
made in An - hui - cu

patriot - laws - oppression

subject to cruel - deal - until

there felt some ill - will

stronger

The clock in our race will tell

about two hours - enough

W. H. - said it large

the case was not sold small - enough

had in mind - very small - enough

Nickey - a -
Real Tale -

Real & mean correct error
no melody here -

Face to face - sing emp. - emp. -
emp. & correct erase - twice -

Real - aim of General Oglesby - SP.

2. Art - armed - manipulation of

manipulate -

Don't manipulate your mind -

They do - they put prayer
with on wind -

Advent carries of Deity

bend - put prayer should -

made in air - place airplane
in mixture -

S. R. Smaller antiquity.

Are our society taken with

need for yard about certain

with under garments - Darius - sheriff -

and can come in lane by dipping for own hands -

On must know first -

Some hundreds of actual -

souls of another
Establishing standards.

Prepared for Peace - pulled Redee - thru by Jolly -
explained - kept key -
leave armed but

Just par lull

Business and treaty - Peace -
Propaganda in the main -
yet been -

Most remarkable discovery of the mad declaration -
over J democr -
not shirk in business -

Want land y breezine -

Rump of cresol - Rheumeb -

Water - tempe destructivity -

Problem for ceveen while ceveen of ceveen for -
d the solders in -

Sun - wif - brine - - painture -

St. min - - water -

All off close -

Drink - for solders -

German sulkers not cullenar
it be could do equally as.

Could have developed long

piles - may & remain

would nine worldly
Today the peace in which you might depend for your relief.

Here you have war, now as little beneficial as the

violent attempts you have before there ended.

This war is committing us to peace as better having

true war.

Here were so many peoples getting it will never be done

regarded the old shaped in that war is good for mankind.

Peace is best policy, life.

Every single day deep in some enduring to improve

man anything else and will

the self freely developing.
that the common man is
his preserve. The man
felling to the need of
a cannon fodder.

Nothing agree better for great
opinions than material needs.

The new conception industrious
in getting to the commanding
he is in the main one
as beloved.

From him ever peace
inviolable a task alone in effort
deauling with the human
most perfect man - not only
and all peace but peace
between nature - madness in
life. The man -
Nature while we live.
This perfectly I shure to ask pag, til the that will be meet brie, for sendal nules. I in my me a wide ercep of the welle-
gun —

Making me more mem to intelling me more to brevin me fill effect.
A privitie self fill effect.

It it public armte.

Frans.
No longer mean to keep the idea of war.erase.
not carnal pride frailty
cattle as beloved
enemies in conflict
mi concern man to
are the same power
war cycled realities
capitalistic - indelible -
du aim
it is upon time the great
industry depend

Aladdin became a wise
intellectual idea of my
material - I hear I mean
creating machinery
because it chloride an
ancient support of good
jury that are my arm
cajal de seule striae
acculcaty - make it aim.
3. Because it is praying in me the announcement of peace -
the madness of me.

4. Because we are no nearer a reflective life of common
men to like peaceful life - nor are
made common people.